Dear Valued Clients,

Please see the below information shared with us by our Law Enforcement Partners. This may affect commuting time for those of you, and/or your employees that use the Red Line: 

(See below latest tweet) Also anticipate it starting earlier than the stated time. (Note: “bring clothes that can get stained”)

---

**Tweets & replies**

**Time:** 4/22/19, 7:59 AM

**From:** "Raboin, Brian" <Brian.Raboin@aus.com>

**To:** "Naso, Scott" <Scott.Naso@aus.com>, "Marsh, Brian" <Brian.Marsh@aus.com>

**CC:** "Raboin, Brian" <Brian.Raboin@aus.com>
“Information has come to the attention of LAPD TSD and MTA that a planned protest is being planned by a group known as Extinction Rebellion LA. The group has put out via social media that they are planning to stage a protest on Monday (4-22-2019) at 1230 hours on the Red Line in Los Angeles. They are not putting out any specific information regarding the platform or location for the protest. The social media is being monitored by LAPD Media Relations Division and by the LAPD TSD SLO Unit. TSD has reached out to OWB Special Events (Sergeant Nieves) and to OCB Special Events (Sergeant Vandersall) with the information about the protest and has requested any resources or support depending upon the Red Line location of the protest. The information being put out by the group is to have to protest on the Red Line so it is unknown where the staging area will be (on a platform, on a train or top side street level at a Red Line station). TSD is always focused on certain high profile areas on the Red Line, 7th and Metro, Hollywood and Highland, Hollywood and Vine and North Hollywood. When more information becomes available to TSD then we will forward it to the group. “

I have attached a MTA Train Line Map and some of the Extinction Rebellion LA postings for your perusal and information sharing.
UPDATE Red Line Protest & Reminder